ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
By developing of digital cameras and increasing of power in processing computer, application of this tools increased. So that in the most systems, it is used of these technologies. The systems of controlling traffic intelligently was one of the applications which tools account of most countries. By increasingly growth of vehicles and crossing them in the roads and highways and unresponsible of available fundamental of vehicle. The need to a automatic system is presented much more. The increase of demand for travelling in highways has reached to a explosive growth in recent years. Building road and spreading fundamentals of vehicle is not only way and should apply some new technologies for controlling traffic.
A way of controlling by video has been pay attention in parts of view computer. Nowadays In most of the societies, It,s used of this intelligent system for controlling traffic and obtaining those parameters of transportation. The using of systems of based on computer vision has been accounted. It,s because of facility installation and high level of efficiency in controlling traffic [1, 2, 3] . One of the most effective area in machine vision is processing into one mobile image. So that it can obtain a lot of features of mobile objects.
One of the most important and basic in auto controlling traffic are detection and classification. These process cause to extract a lot of parameters of traffic [2, 4] . One of the hardest matter in computer vision is vehicle classification which need to a complicated algorithm and high accuracy. So far diverse works have considered for this classification. These process mostly are finding about separation and classify of vehicle from passengers. One of these ways is which Gupte et al [5] . is suggester. In this suggestive way it has been used of dimensions of vehicles for separation of cars and walked passengers. But It,s needed to more complicated for getting better answer. Ma et al. have presented a new way of classification that is used of modifiers SIFT [6] . But responsive of this system is still unknown. The method of detection and classification of vehicles with 3D was a way which Alex et al. suggester but It has own problems [7, 8] . One of the greatest problem is modelling of all vehicles as a 3D that almost is not possible. Our suggestive method is a kind of neural network MLP that is used for vehicle classification.
THE SUGGESTED ALGORITHM
In this section we are analysing the algorithm which is used in this project. The algorithm includes two general phases that each has different parts. The first phase in algorithm includes background extraction and second includes finding passing vehicles and extracting the special features. These features have been applying to a neural network multilayer perceptron (MLP) and the classification of the vehicles has been being created as an output of neural network eventually. This process has been described as Figure (1) following:
Movies that used in this project have been provided from several highways in province ZanjanIran. 
Background Extraction
To obtaining a background image, we are implementing following steps:
At first, we divide the input film obtained from the traffic scene into its forming frames and each frame is converting to gray level image. By using threshold of all columns and line of frame, if difference of pixels between 50 frames was smaller than a specific threshold, its value will be considered as intensity of light in the background. In Figure ( 2) X, Y axis shows size of the input image and position of each pixel has axis of X , Y and also height shows amount of brightness intensity.
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Figure 2. 3D drawing of background image Now, It , s gained some matrix that is input matrix as a background.
Extracting vehicles from an image
Extracting of vehicle is the most common way to obtain changes between two frames. For recognition the changes between two frames of an image, the f(x, y, t i ) and f(x, y, t j ) frames take in t i and t j times respectively, and comparison have be done for every pixels. For doing this, we are considering the background that extracted of previous step as a resource image which includes some constant items. Comparing of this image and the second one from the same traffic scene include vehicles, we can subtract invariant elements in these images that have no differences and maintain non-zero inputs that are equal to variant items of the images. Figure ( 3) shows images of the subtraction of two images taken in t i and t j . subtracted as following: [1] .1 Witch T is threshold. Now, It is used of method of approximation derive of image for recognizing of edge and then when ever of image that has gradient in pixels is that edge. Since It might charge the object into
several piece after finding edge or by using of operator of dilation morphology of these pieces are linked together so it will be obtained a same object. As a result finding image will be labeled.
Recognizing of vehicles
This system is a form whence the vehicle is reached to the nearest distance of camera it can detect it, in this case it dosent need to any other previous vehicle in frame. So, we find those frames which put vehicles in the nearest distance to camera. Therefore, the process of detection begins and we are processing the image of the nearest vehicle. Now, we are obtaining the features of the some special object in the image. There are six feature that including: length and width of the labelled objects, the area of object, in this case the obtaining object will have some small cavities and holes after the subtracting process of background. In this section, at first we are considering those cavities and holes and then obtaining the total area of object which is like a crick. An other feature of them refers to the real numbers of pixels in object. We need to use of two others features for better extracting vehicles. If we put a circle into the object so that it can cover it, we use of diameter of this circle for another feature. The last step is obtaining the ratio of distance between the centre of object and its length , s main axis, we use it for extracting features variable. After extracting features, we , ll make the vector for these features.
Obtaining the output from the neural network
After, that processing in the image and extracting of those features as a feature , s vector to the neural network, so process of recognizing is done. The order of operation is this, at first we are saving the vector in the file excel which including six columns and each of them is presentation of a feature of object. We are specifying every kind of this feature , s vector for our classification including three types: heavy vehicle, light vehicle and motorcycle. We are producing these data for neural network and then are defined the target vector for teaching neural network. The special neural network that is considered in this project is multilayer perceptron (MLP) with two hidden layers.
The output of neural network can recognize the type crossing vehicle which has shown in Figure  (4) . In this project we have classified the vehicles into 3 types as a heavy and light vehicles and motorcycle. At last the performance of the system was satisfied. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In today society, the techniques of vehicle detection and classification based on visuality of camera for controlling traffic is the one the main programs and effective in the system of vehicle. Intelligent systems made the people to have ensured more than before. So, This system is conducting in the most countries. The designed system in this study is in the height almost higher than roods which has used for film taking of trafficking scene with a instant camera. It is able to detect and classify of crossing vehicle with minimum information. It , s one of the most important factor in automatic controlling of traffic and finding a lot of details of traffic. It also helps to decrease of accidents. In addition to ability of vehicle detection and classification, it will be able to obtain the numbers of crossing cars in every time. The algorithm is done successfully. The outcome results verified the accuracy and high level of the performance of this method. So that it can detect and classify the special system with higher than %90 of crossing vehicle in the scenes of traffic. The finding results have been show in the following tables. 
CONCLUSION
In this project, a traffic controlling system base on neural networks has been presented that it can recognize vehicles in a traffic scene and categorize it. Finding transportation parameters especially number and type of vehicles are one of the most important and applicable factors that cause to increase confidence index and reduce road crashes in roadways and highways. The camera that used in this project located in a place above the road surface. As an advantage of used method in design of algorithm is the camera don'ts need to calibration. After recognition of vehicles, they have been categorized in three classes. The results of testing of this method in several highways in Zanjan city were satisfying. In the future we can integrate whole of the system and make a network, then it is possible to categorize transportation vehicles base on real time. 
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